Passive limb movement: evidence of mechanoreflex sex specificity
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Ives SJ, McDaniel J, Witman MA, Richardson RS. Passive limb movement: evidence of mechanoreflex sex specificity. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 304: H154–H161, 2013. First published October 19, 2012; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00532.2012.—Previous studies have determined that premenopausal women exhibit an attenuated mechanoreflex; however, little is known about sex specificity of the mechanoreflex. Thus, we sought to determine if sex differences exist in the central and peripheral hemodynamic responses to passive limb movement. Second-by-second measurements of heart rate, stroke volume, cardiac output (CO), mean arterial pressure, and femoral artery blood flow (FBF) were recorded during 3 min of supine passive knee extension in 24 young healthy subjects (12 women and 12 men). Normalization of CO and stroke volume to body surface area, expressed as cardiac index and stroke index, eliminated differences in baseline central hemodynamics, whereas, peripherally, basal FBF and femoral vascular conductance were similar between the sexes. In response to passive limb movement, women displayed significantly attenuated peak central hemodynamic responses compared with men (heart rate: 9.0 ± 1 vs. 14.8 ± 2% change, stroke index: 4.5 ± 0.6 vs. 7.8 ± 1.2% change, cardiac index: 9.6 ± 1 vs. 17.2 ± 2% change, all P < 0.05), whereas movement induced similar increases in peak FBF (167 ± 32 vs. 193 ± 17% change) and femoral vascular conductance (172 ± 31 vs. 203 ± 16% change) in both sexes (women vs. men, respectively). Additionally, there was a significant positive relationship between individual peak FBF and peak CO response to passive movement in men but not in women. Thus, although both sexes exhibited similar movement-induced hyperemia and peripheral vasodilatory function, the central hemodynamic response was blunted in women, implying an attenuated mechanoreflex. Therefore, this study reveals that, as already recognized with the metaboreflex, there is likely a sex-specific attenuation of the mechanoreflex in women.

PREVIOUSLY, it has been documented that there are sex differences in the metaboreflex (13, 32, 42), contributing to a reduced sympathetic reactivity in women (25); however, there is currently a paucity of data regarding sex differences in the mechanoreflex. Historically, passive stretch (4, 9–11, 14, 17, 18) or movement (36) has been used as a model to activate the mechanoreceptors (40, 41) and the group III afferent-mediated mechanoreflex (23). In support of this, our group has demonstrated, in a study including only men, that the central hemodynamic response to passive limb movement is significantly blunted with the partial pharmacological blockade of group III and IV afferent nerve fibers (57), revealing that a significant portion of this response is mediated by afferent signals. In terms of the sex specificity of this response, only one study (45), to date, has had the potential to measure passive limb movement-induced central hemodynamic responses in men and women, but this study did not actually include such an assessment. Thus, the question remains as to whether sex differences exist in mechanoreflex-evoked increases in the central hemodynamic factors [heart rate (HR), stroke volume (SV), and cardiac output (CO)] that appear to contribute to movement-induced hyperemia (34).

Using traditional active exercise paradigms, such as knee extensor exercise, there is evidence of equal (49) or greater (45) peripheral hemodynamic responses in women compared with men, depending on the experimental approach. Using the passive knee extension model, in the absence of local metabolic perturbation, we (34, 57, 60) and others (19, 24, 46) revealed, again in studies including only men, that passive movement significantly elevates femoral artery blood flow (FBF). Parker et al. (45), in the only passive movement study to include women to date, also measured peripheral hemodynamic responses. However, the researchers focused on steady-state FBF in the third minute of movement, in which, based on a prior work by our group (34), the peak hemodynamic responses are typically transient, with the onset and offset of hyperemia occurring within the first minute. Therefore, using such a low time resolution approach, it was not possible for Parker and colleagues (45) to accurately determine if sex differences exist in the peripheral hemodynamic responses to passive movement. Thus, currently, there is not a valid comparison of the sex-specific peripheral vascular responses to limb movement in the absence of metabolic changes.

Although it is clear that movement typically induces both central and peripheral hemodynamic responses (34), not all agree that these phenomena are mechanistically linked (19). However, as already indicated, work by Trinity et al. (57) revealed that neural blockade, which reduced afferent feedback, blunted the central hemodynamic response and, subsequently, the peripheral hemodynamic response to limb movement, indicating that a central response is an integral component of limb hyperemia. Interestingly, previous studies investigating the link between central and peripheral hemodynamics in men and women at rest (22) and during active exercise (49) have suggested an uncoupling of CO and peripheral hemodynamics in women. However, it is currently unknown if central hemodynamic responses induced by the mechanoreflex are similarly linked to peripheral hemodynamics in both sexes.

Accordingly, the primary goal of the present study was to determine if there are sex-specific central and peripheral hemodynamic responses to passive limb movement, a component of which may be mediated by differences in the mechanoreflex. Specifically, we hypothesized that, at least in part, due to an attenuated mechanoreflex, women would 1) exhibit a reduced...
central hemodynamic (HR, SV, and CO) response to passive limb movement and 2) as a consequence of this attenuated CO response, passive limb movement-induced changes in FBF would be attenuated compared with their male counterparts.

METHODS

Subjects and General Procedures

Twenty-four recreationally active healthy young men (n = 12) and women (n = 12) participated in this study. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of Utah and Salt Lake City Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects before their participation in the study. All experiments were performed in a thermoneutral environment (22°C). Subjects reported to the laboratory in a fasted state and without caffeine or alcohol use for 12 and 24 h, respectively. They also had not performed any exercise within the past 24 h. Female subjects were eumenorrheic, not using chemical contraceptives, and were studied during days 1–7 of their menstrual cycle to reduce the impact of the cyclical nature of endogenous female hormones. Menstrual history was determined by questionnaire, and the current menstrual phase was identified by tracking the menstrual cycle for 1 mo before appropriately scheduling the study the following month, referred to as the forward counting method (21, 26). The early follicular phase was chosen, as, previously, plasma estradiol, the primary biologically active estrogen, has been documented to not differ significantly between men and women during this phase (15, 21, 56).

Passive Exercise Protocol

Before the experimental protocols, a blood sample was collected by standard venipuncture technique from the antecubital vein for the analysis of fasting glucose, blood lipids (total cholesterol, HDL, LDL, and triglycerides), blood chemistry [creatinine, urea nitrogen, and ions (K⁺, Na⁺, Cl⁻, etc.)], and a complete blood count (hemoglobin, white blood cell, neutrophils, lymphocytes, and monocytes). After blood sampling, subjects rested in the supine position for 20 min before the start of data collection. While subjects remained supine, the initial protocol consisted of a 60-s resting baseline followed by a 3-min bout of passive knee extension. During baseline measurements, the passive leg was supported at 180° by a member of the research team. One minute before the start of baseline measurements, a pneumatic cuff, placed at the level of the tibial plateau on the passively moved leg, was inflated to 250 mmHg. The cuff, which remained inflated during the remainder of the passive movement protocol, eliminated potential fluctuations in blood flow to the lower leg as a consequence of movement-related changes in gravitational and centrifugal forces. Cuffing had no effect on basal hemodynamics, and we (34) have previously documented that passive movement-induced changes in central hemodynamics were similar with or without cuffing. The cuff was tolerated well by all subjects.

All passive movement was performed by the same member of the research team moving the subjects’ lower leg through the range of motion defined by 90 and 180° knee joint angles at 1 Hz (where the fully extended knee joint is defined as 180°). Movement in which the ultrasound Doppler assessment was performed was minimized by the researcher moving the leg holding the knee brace on the thigh. Real-time feedback was provided by a position sensor to ensure a consistent range of motion and a metronome to maintain cadence. Before the start and throughout the protocol, subjects were encouraged to remain passive and resist any urge to assist with leg movement. In the rare instance that a subject assisted or resisted the movement, the protocol was terminated and repeated after at least 10 min of recovery. Throughout the protocol, the control leg remained supported on the table in a fully extended position (180° of knee extension).

Measurements

Central variables. HR, CO, and mean arterial pressure (MAP) were determined with a Finometer (Finapress Medical Systems, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). SV was calculated using the modelflow method (59), which includes age, sex, height, and weight in its algorithm (Beatscope version 1.1, Finapres Medical Systems) and has previously been documented to accurately track SV at rest and during exercise (8, 20, 39, 48). Although potential differences may exist in absolute pressure and/or SV associated with the modelflow method (3), focusing on the change from baseline allows accurate tracking across time (5). The CO coefficient of variation for repeated trials in this model was, in our hands, 5%. CO was then calculated as the product of HR and SV. To account for differences in body size, CO and SV were normalized to body surface area, which was calculated using the formula developed by Mosteller (38a), and these data were then expressed as cardiac index (CI) and stroke index (SI), respectively (27).

FBF. Measurements of femoral arterial blood velocity and vessel diameter were performed in the passively moved leg and contralateral leg distal to the inguinal ligament and proximal to the bifurcation of the superficial and deep femoral arteries with a Logic 7 and Logic e ultrasound systems (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) operated by a trained technician. The Logic 7 and Logic e systems were equipped with linear array transducers operating at an imaging frequencies of 14 and 12 MHz, respectively. Vessel diameter was determined at a perpendicular angle along the central axis of the scanned area. Blood velocity was obtained using the same transducers with a Doppler frequency of 5 MHz. All blood velocity measurements were obtained with the probe appropriately positioned to maintain an insonation angle of 60° or less. The sample volume was maximized according to vessel size and was centered within the vessel based on real-time ultrasound visualization. Arterial diameter was measured and angle corrected, and intensity-weighted mean velocity (Vmean) values were then calculated using commercially available software (General Electric Medical Systems). Using arterial diameter and Vmean, FBF was calculated as follows: FBF = Vmean × π × (vessel diameter)²/4 × 60, where blood flow is in milliliters per minute. To account for potential differences in MAP, femoral vascular conductance (FVC) was calculated as follows: FVC = FBF/MAP.

Knee joint angle. During each protocol, the knee joint angle of the passive leg was continuously recorded using a Vishay Spectrol 360° Smart Position Sensor (Vashay, Malvern, PA) attached to a knee brace worn by the subjects.

Data acquisition. Throughout the protocol, signals reflecting HR, SV, CO, MAP, and knee joint angle underwent analog-to-digital conversion and were simultaneously acquired (200 Hz) using commercially available data-acquisition software (AcqKnowledge, Biopac Systems, Goleta, CA). In addition, audio antrigade and retrograde signals from the Doppler ultrasound system were acquired (10,000 Hz) to serve as qualitative indicators of blood velocity changes and to ensure accurate temporal alignment of blood velocity measurements obtained from this system and the other variables collected (i.e., HR, SV, CO, and MAP as well as the knee joint angle documenting the range of the passive movement).

Data Analysis

From the velocity and femoral artery diameter, net blood flow was calculated on a second-by-second basis for the passively moved leg for the first minute and 12-s averages thereafter, as the peak response typically occurs within the first 40 s and, thus, such high-fidelity assessments are no longer necessary after the first minute. Before analysis, all second-by-second data were smoothed using a 3-s rolling average. To identify sex-specific responses across time, two-way (sex x time) repeated-measures ANOVA were used. As the responses to passive movement are transient and vary in terms of time between individuals, a peak or nadir response was determined for...
each variable on an individual basis. Using individual data, baseline values, maximal, absolute, and relative changes, and time to maximal responses were identified for each measured variable. These values were then compared between sexes by independent t-tests. Additionally, to provide insight into the relationship between CO and the FBF response, a linear regression analysis between the peaks of these two variables was performed. α was set at 0.05 for all comparisons. All data are presented as means ± SE.

RESULTS

Subject Characteristics

Both male and female subject characteristics are shown in Table 1. Height, weight, and body mass index were all lower in women compared with men, and women also had a lower concentration of red blood cells, hemoglobin, and hematocrit (all P < 0.05). Blood lipids and blood chemistry were similar between the sexes.

Central Hemodynamics

Women had significantly lower baseline values for CO (women: 4.5 ± 0.3 l/min and men: 5.7 ± 0.5 l/min) and SV (women: 73 ± 4 ml/beat and men: 104 ± 9 ml/beat) compared with men (both P < 0.05). However, when expressed as CI (women: 2.8 ± 0.2 l·min⁻¹·m⁻² and men: 2.8 ± 0.2 l·min⁻¹·m⁻²) and SI (women: 45 ± 3 ml·beat⁻¹·m⁻² and men: 51 ± 4 ml·beat⁻¹·m⁻²), women had similar baseline values compared with men (Fig. 1). Baseline HR tended to be greater in women (62 ± 4 beats/min) than men (55 ± 2 beats/min), but this did not achieve statistical significance (P > 0.05). In response to passive limb movement, a significant sex × time interaction was evident for CI (P < 0.05), such that women displayed an attenuated CI response to passive movement (Fig. 1A) compared with men. This sex × time interaction also held true if absolute CO values were used for the analysis (data not shown). There was also a tendency for women to exhibit less tachycardia (Fig. 1B), but this interaction effect did not reach significance (P > 0.05). ANOVA did indicate a significant main effect for time for HR, SI, and CI in both men and women, revealing a significant increase in these variables over time in response to passive movement (P < 0.05).

Analysis of the individual peak central responses (Fig. 2) revealed that changes in SI (women: 4.5 ± 0.6% change and

Table 1. Subject characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr</td>
<td>24 ± 1</td>
<td>22 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, cm</td>
<td>181 ± 2</td>
<td>165 ± 2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, kg</td>
<td>83 ± 3</td>
<td>57 ± 2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, kg/m²</td>
<td>25 ± 1</td>
<td>21 ± 1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body surface area, m²</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose, mg/dl</td>
<td>77 ± 4</td>
<td>75 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol, mg/dl</td>
<td>146 ± 13</td>
<td>147 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglyceride, mg/dl</td>
<td>79 ± 12</td>
<td>78 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL, mg/dl</td>
<td>46 ± 4</td>
<td>55 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL, mg/dl</td>
<td>94 ± 13</td>
<td>82 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol-to-HDL ratio</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White blood cells, k/µl</td>
<td>5.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red blood cells, M/µl</td>
<td>5.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin, g/dl</td>
<td>15 ± 0.4</td>
<td>13 ± 0.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematocrit, %</td>
<td>45 ± 0.9</td>
<td>40 ± 0.8*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; n = 12 subjects/group. *P < 0.05 vs. men.

Fig. 1. Central hemodynamic responses to passive limb movement between women and men. A–C: cardiac index (CI; A), heart rate (HR; B), and stroke index (SI; C) responses to passive movement in women and men. CO, cardiac output; BSA, body surface area; SV, stroke volume. Note: these data are temporally aligned and thus underrepresent true individual peak responses. Data are expressed as means ± SE. *P < 0.05, sex × time interaction.
Peripheral Hemodynamics

At rest, FBF between the sexes was not statistically different in the passive leg (women: 241 ± 36 ml/min and men: 196 ± 15 ml/min, P > 0.05; Fig. 3A) or contralateral limb (women: 290 ± 47 ml/min and men: 260 ± 46 ml/min, P > 0.05) nor different between legs within each group (both P > 0.05). Baseline MAP tended to be lower in women (87 ± 2 mmHg) compared with men (92 ± 2 mmHg, P > 0.05). However, there were no differences in resting FVC in the passive leg (women: 2.7 ± 1.4 ml·min⁻¹·mmHg⁻¹ and men: 2.1 ± 0.6 ml·min⁻¹·mmHg⁻¹, P > 0.05; Fig. 3C) or contralateral leg (women: 3.3 ± 0.5 ml·min⁻¹·mmHg⁻¹ and men: 3.6 ± 1.0 ml·min⁻¹·mmHg⁻¹, P > 0.05). Two-way ANOVA revealed no significant sex × time interactions for either the passive or contralateral limb FBF, MAP, or FVC but did indicate a significant main effect for time and therefore a significant increase in FBF and FVC and a decrease in MAP in response to passive movement (Fig. 3).

Statistical analysis of the individual peak responses revealed that passive limb movement induced similar increases in peak FBF (women: 167 ± 32% change and men: 193 ± 17% change, P > 0.05) and peak FVC (women: 172 ± 31% change and men: 203 ± 16% change, P > 0.05) of the passively moved leg (Fig. 2). In the contralateral limb, again, passive movement resulted in similar increases in peak FBF (women: 105 ± 34% change and men: 137 ± 17% change, P > 0.05) and peak FVC (women: 104 ± 32% change and men: 145 ± 57% change, P > 0.05), although the response was attenuated compared with the passively moved leg. In terms of the nadir for MAP, there were no differences in absolute MAP (81 ± 3 s vs. 86 ± 3 mmHg, P > 0.05), absolute change (−6 ± 2 vs. −6 ± 1 mmHg, P > 0.05), or relative change (−6.6 ± 2 vs. −7.2 ± 1% change, P > 0.05; Fig. 2) in pressure. Finally, there were no sex differences in terms of the time at which the individual peak responses occurred for FBF (women: 10 ± 2 s and men: 14 ± 3 s), MAP (women: 18 ± 5 s and men: 14 ± 4 s), or FVC (women: 10 ± 2 s and men: 16 ± 3 s) (all P > 0.05) in the passively moved leg.

Relationship Between Central and Peripheral Hemodynamics

Linear regression analyses of the peak blood flow and CO responses revealed a significant relationship in men (y = 0.0002x + 0.1381, r² = 0.52, P < 0.05) but not in women (y = 0.0004x + 0.3288, r² = 0.06, P > 0.05; Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

This study aimed to elucidate sex-specific differences in central and peripheral hemodynamic responses to passive movement, a component of which is mediated by the mechanoreflex. Basal FBF, MAP, and FVC were not different between the sexes. However, in response to passive movement, women displayed attenuated HR, SV, and CO responses, which held true even when normalized to body size (CI), and yet achieved a similar FBF response. Although we cannot definitively rule out the potential role of other factors, these data suggest that women display an attenuated mechanoreflex, as evidenced by the blunted CI response. However, despite this clear sex difference in terms of central hemodynamic responses, the attainment of a similar FBF in both men and women indicates that women may rely more on local vasodilation to promote movement-induced hyperemia than do their male counterparts.

Sex Specificity in Central Hemodynamics

The exercise pressor reflex results from group III and IV afferent nerve activation and contributes to an increase in HR, SV, and sympathetic nerve activity (SNA), acting in concert to increase CO, redistribute blood volume, and maintain MAP (1, 29, 37). Previous studies (13, 28, 32, 42) investigating sex differences in hemodynamics have determined that women display an attenuated exercise pressor reflex compared with men. Jarvis et al. (28) determined that while there were clear MAP differences between sexes during handgrip exercise and postexercise cuff occlusion, there were no sex differences in the pressure response to the cold pressor test. The results from Jarvis et al. (28) suggest that the sex differences during hand-
grip and postexercise cuff occlusion are likely a consequence of sex-specific differences in afferent ergoreceptor signaling (ensemble group III and IV afferent nerve fibers) and not cardiovascular control center processing.

In support of this reduced afferent signaling in women, the present findings suggest that women display attenuated group III afferent nerve or mechanoreceptor sensitivity, as evidenced by a lower CO response to passive limb movement. Although the mechanism responsible for this attenuation was not elucidated in the present study, previous work (51–54) performed using an animal model has determined that estrogen, either endogenously or via spinal application, can attenuate the exercise pressor reflex in both male and female rats. This implies a significant role of estrogen in modulating afferent nerve signaling and the subsequent exercise pressor reflex (51–54). However, recent data from humans has suggested that a sex-specific effect of the exercise pressor reflex persists across the menstrual cycle, where endogenous hormones (estrogen and progesterone) oscillate from low to high concentrations, casting doubt on the estrogen dependence of this phenomenon (28). Furthermore, in agreement with the results of Jarvis et al. (28), the present findings may also not depend on estrogen per se, as these experiments were performed in the early follicular phase of the menstrual cycle, where estrogen is at low levels, similar to that of men (15, 21, 56). Schmitt et al. (53) indicated that, while the exercise pressor reflex can be suppressed by estrogen, there appears to be cross-talk between the estrogen and opioid systems, suggesting an indirect effect of estrogen. Therefore, in combination, the results from present and previous studies suggest that through either direct or indirect mechanisms, the presence of estrogen and/or other factors associated with being female appear to blunt both group III (mechanosensitive) and group IV (metabosensitive) afferent feedback and subsequent cardioacceleration.

Whenever MAP is perturbed, as in the present study where both males and females experienced an equal decrease in MAP, a potential role of the baroreflex cannot be overlooked. However, prior work by Kim et al. (30) indicated that the baroreflex-mediated pressor response to carotid hypotension was similar between men and women, suggesting similar baroreflex function between the sexes in response to hypotensive stimuli. Additionally, work by Shoemaker et al. (55) revealed that in response to hypotensive stress, women actually exhibited an equal CO response to men. Finally, work by our group, in which passive movement responses with and without
Sex Specificity of Peripheral Hemodynamics

Potential sex differences in muscle blood flow at rest and during exercise have received relatively little attention, as the majority of studies have focused on men. Ridout et al. (49) documented that, in absolute terms (l/min), peak FBF during knee extensor exercise was not different between men and women, despite women having a lower quadriceps muscle mass and lower peak work rate. When normalized by either quadriceps muscle mass or perfusion pressure, peak FVC tended to be higher in women but was not statistically different (49). A likely contributor to the greater blood flows in women is their lower hemoglobin levels (Table 1), as decreased hemoglobin has been documented to increase blood flow to compensate for lower arterial O2 content, ultimately allowing O2 delivery to remain constant (31).

While total leg mass or muscle mass was not assessed in this study, and thus hyperemia could not be expressed per unit of muscle, the subject characteristics (e.g., stature, weight, body mass index, and body surface area) suggest that the women were, on average, smaller than the men. Thus, normalizing a similar level of blood flow, already elevated by reduced hemoglobin levels, to a smaller muscle mass/volume would yield an even greater muscle mass-specific blood flow at rest and during passive movement in women compared with men, although the relative change from baseline would likely remain similar. Such inferences certainly support the conclusion that women achieved at least an equal, if not greater, movement-induced hyperemia (Fig. 3).

Previous research by Parker and colleagues (45) investigated sex differences in the blood flow response to passive movement (45). In agreement with their findings, the data from the present study revealed that baseline FBF and FVC were not different between men and women. However, as already recognized, the study by Parker et al. (45) assessed hemodynamic changes in the third minute of passive movement and, therefore, likely missed the largest passive movement-induced hyperemia in both sexes. Despite our higher time resolution and the subsequent capability to accurately assess the transient hyperemic response in men and women, there were still no apparent sex differences in peak FBF (Fig. 3). Given the similar peak FBF responses but disparate changes in CO, it appears that there is a sex-specific difference in the ability to achieve this hyperemic response to passive limb movement in the face of an attenuated central hemodynamic change. Specifically, men appeared to produce a greater CO response to passive limb movement, which has been documented to play a significant role in increasing peripheral blood flow (34, 57), whereas women appeared to be more capable of eliciting a greater local vasodilatory response, offsetting the attenuated increase in CO. Interestingly, Ridout et al. (49) found that, when examining at sex differences in central and peripheral hemodynamics during knee extension exercise, there was a significant positive relationship between peak FBF and peak CO in men, whereas no such relationship was evident in women. Therefore, the results from the work of Ridout et al. (49) support the concept that FBF in women is less dependent on CO than their male counterparts. Using a similar analytic approach (Fig. 4), the present study also revealed that, for a given hyperemic response, women require less of a change in CO. Given Ohm’s law, this equal peripheral hyperemia with a lower CO response in women would suggest an increase in resistance elsewhere. However, examination of the contralateral (nonmoving) limb, one site in which there could be such a reduction in vascular conductance, FBF and FVC were not different between men and women. Thus, it is likely that resistance increased to a greater extent in women than in men in another vascular bed, such as the mesenteric, or perhaps women experienced greater venous pooling in the legs, neither of which was examined in the present study and would require further study to elucidate the contribution of each.

Although even the fundamental mechanisms contributing to exercise-induced hyperemia in men and women remain elusive, we speculate that those specific to movement, such as ATP release (38), mechanically induced vasodilation, myogenic regulation (7), or other local factors, could be responsible for the equal blood flow response in men and women despite the attenuated CO increase in women. One such local factor could be muscle SNA or norepinephrine release. It is relatively well accepted that women typically have lower basal SNA (16, 33, 42, 43, 55), although it is unknown if differences remain during passive limb movement. Welsh and Segal (58) found that muscle lengthening itself was capable of eliciting local action potentials and subsequent norepinephrine-induced vasos condiction of feed arteries and arterioles. Given the inverse relationship between muscle SNA and blood flow (44), muscle shortening and lengthening associated with passive movement (35) could result in a local sympathetic response, a process that could be attenuated in women and warrants further investigation.

Implications of a Reduced Mechanoreflex

It is well known that there are some rather overt differences in basic physiology as well as cardiovascular disease prevalence between men and women. In their premenopausal years, women appear to be at a reduced risk for cardiovascular disease, a relative immunity that appears to be negated or even reversed postmenopause (6). In parallel, it has been well established that chronic elevation of SNA is likely a major contributor to the development of hypertension (12, 50) and that young premenopausal females tend to have lower basal SNA (16, 33, 42, 43, 55). In addition, women have suppressed metaboreceptor responsiveness or a reduced sympathetic response to afferent metabolic stimuli (13, 32, 42) and, as revealed in the present study, an attenuated mechanoreflex. We speculate that this reduction in afferent nerve sensation or signaling may contribute significantly to the reduced sympathetic reactivity in women and ultimately the reduced incidence of hypertension and cardiovascular disease during the premenopausal years (47).
Experimental Considerations

As physical activity levels were not directly assessed in the present study, the possibility exists that differences in physical fitness may have played a role in the response to passive limb movement. However, an assumption of this study was that potential variations in fitness level in recreationally active people would be evenly distributed between men and women. Additionally, while the role of the baroreflex has been studied by other research groups (30, 55) and determined to be similar between men and women in response to hypotensive stimuli, the role of the baroreflex in mediating the responses observed in the subjects in the present study cannot be completely ruled out. Of note, we observed a reduction in MAP, a response that is at odds with the notion that the mechanoreflex contributes to the exercise pressor reflex. This observation is likely due to the reductionist approach used, where leg vasodilation offsets any increase in pressure that would have occurred, which is in contrast to the passive stretch model, where no such vasodilation occurs and thus MAP increases (4, 9–11, 14, 17, 18). The decrement in MAP observed in the present study would not likely occur if both central command and the metaboreflex were engaged, as in the case of traditional active exercise, and does not negate the role of the mechanoreflex in the present experimental paradigm. In support of this notion, previous work from our group (34) demonstrated that using a cuff to prevent the leg vasodilation associated with passive movement resulted in similar central hemodynamic responses and a rise in MAP. This highlights that, while not a pure model, the use of passive movement does result in mechanosensitive afferent feedback, which acts to increase central hemodynamics.

Conclusions

Passive knee extension, a model devoid of metabolic perturbation, evoked a blunted CI response in women compared with men; however, despite this reduced central hemodynamic response, women achieved equal movement-induced hyperemia. Although we cannot completely rule out the role of other factors, the attenuated central hemodynamic response in women is likely mediated by a reduced mechanoreflex compared with men, while the impact of this on peripheral hemodynamics is unremarkable, perhaps as a consequence of augmented dilatory mechanisms in women.
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